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What course did you take? 

English Literature 

 

What attracted you to study at the University of Chester? 

I have always had an interest in English literature, and wished to pursue this 
as far as I could. Chester proved to have both an excellent course and 
facilities. The setting, an old Vicarage, is also perfect setting for studying 
classic literature.    
 

Apart from academic knowledge, what other transferable 
skills did you gain? 

Transferable skills gained were teamwork, creativity, dedication, time 
management, leadership and perseverance.  
 
 

Did you do work based learning or volunteering?  If so how 
did this contribute to your plans? 

Yes, I took a double module in Creative Writing. Whilst not a particularly  
career-focused choice, it did enable me to enhance my writing skills. This has 
proven to be useful in my later work as an organiser of Summer  
Schools. 

I constantly volunteered whilst I was a student, and still do as a member  
of staff. I have achieved several voluntary work awards, and have been  



involved in everything from an auction at Beeston Castle, to painting a  
school in Cheshire Oaks, to Sleeping rough for a Chester Aid to The  
Homeless fundraiser, to helping at a Disabled games to preparing  
Secondary School pupils for their work experience by delivering mock  
interviews. I honestly believe that without my voluntary work, I would  
struggle to find a job today, this despite graduating with a very strong 2:1. 

 

Did you use Careers & Employability?  If so, how did this 
help you? 

Yes, I used the Careers Service frequently to look over CV’s for job 
applications and for mock interviews towards the end of my degree. 

 

What are you doing now? 

I am currently working at the University of Chester, planning, organising  
and delivering ‘Summer Schools’ (which actually occur thought the year,  
not just summer!) for underprivileged young people in Years 8 – 12. The  
Summer Schools are designed to raise aspirations amongst this age  
group, and always provide to be incredibly rewarding.  
 

I hope to study for a Masters course in the next few years. After this I hope to 
re-enter the realm of voluntary work, and run a more diverse range of 
projects. However, I also have a desire to set up a fair-trade café and/or 
create and run a charitable organisation. 


